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Opportunity to Make ConnectionsProvides Hands-on ExperienceTake Many Entrepreneurship-related CoursesBecome Prepared to Run OrganizationsA Safe, Creative Space Many educational institutions offer students the opportunity to study advanced degrees in business, but are there any advantages to having an MBA in entrepreneurship? This
program is particularly appropriate for students who wish to build and manage their own companies or collaborate with others to start a new business. Here are five advantages to having an MBA in Entrepreneurship. 1. Opportunity to Make Connections An important goal of of the MBA in Entrepreneurship is to introduce students to others who are
also either starting their own companies or running their own successful businesses. Many degree programs run seminars, and students have access to notable people in their fields. In addition, the project-based, collaborative nature of many MBA programs allow students to connect with others and develop long-term professional relationships with
their peers. In fact, after graduation, many students go into business with individuals they have met through the programs. 2. Provides Hands-on Experience Another advantage to having an MBA in entrepreneurship is the opportunity to receive hands-on learning experience. These experiences often go hand-in-hand with the coursework and require
students to work with classmates on project. In addition to allowing students the opportunity to improve their leadership skills in a safe environment, this concentration will also show students how to develop sound business plans, find new ventures, identify and assess business opportunities and practice their entrepreneur skills in a number of mock
situations and contexts. These classes will help students avoid many of the most common mistakes often experienced by new entrepreneurs when starting and running businesses. 3. Take Many Entrepreneurship-related Courses Although all MBA programs allow students to take a number of applied business courses that will prepare them for the
future, seeking an MBA in entrepreneurship also provides a variety of courses within a specific interest area. Requirements vary depending on the school and program, but most MBAs with a concentration in entrepreneurship offer courses in global strategies, mergers and acquisitions, entrepreneur strategies, venture capital and private equity.
Students will learn a multitude of critical business skills, including the methods of coping with the uncertainties of the business world, the organizational strategies necessary to companies and the tactics of investing. 4. Become Prepared to Run Organizations An MBA program in entrepreneurship prepares graduates to manage investments, raise
money and begin and operate their own organizations and businesses, including limited liability corporations, companies and nonprofits. Students have the opportunity to make connections with angel investors at MBA program-run conferences and seminars, and students will complete a unique combination of entrepreneurship-related coursework
that may include hands-on experience brainstorming business ideas by collaborating with their peers. With these opportunities, graduates are prepared to lead companies as they proceed through all of the beginning stages of business formation in a collaborative, intimate and safe environment. 5. A Safe, Creative Space Having others’ perspectives,
taking a break and giving yourself time to think is important. To come up with good ideas, you’ll need to step away from the day-to-day. Earning an MBA in Entrepreneurship allows you to take advantage of this space so that you can think about solving problems. Similarly, earning an advanced degree in this concentration provides a safe environment
in which you can test your ideas--and fail with less-harsh consequences -- thus helping you to hone your decision-making skills and build confidence. In general, a Master of Business Administration opens doors to high-paying positions in the corporate world. However, if you know you wish to start your own business, there are many advantages to
having an MBA in entrepreneurship, including the opportunity to network, gain hands-on experience and gain knowledge through entrepreneur-focused courses. Related Resource: The 25 Best MBA in Entrepreneurship Programs 1. ewalk Feasibility plan Entrepreneurship project Group No: 2 4/24/2016 2. Page2 Topic: Feasibility Plan of venture
Company name: ewalk Submitted to: Ma’am Maria Submitted by: Aqsa Nawab 2006 Mehreen Fatima Qamar-un-Nisa Zonara hayyat Iram shezadhi 3. Page3 Table of content: Elements in feasibilityplan Page no Executive summary 5-6 Business concept 7 Product or services 8 Market research and analysis 9 Market plan 10-11 Manufacturing or
operations 12-15 Entrepreneurship team 15 Financial documentation 16-19 4. Page4 About Company eWalk is a women shoes brand,Weoffer customizeshoes for ladies and growing old women’s that are in your connivance. 5. Page5 1-Executive Summary Industry Background Shoes have always been an important part of a daily outfit. The Pakistan
shoe retail industry has about 20,000 stores with revenue ranging around 25 billion every year. Though the economic downturn has slowed down the shoe market, the shoe marketplace has not been discontinued. Shoe manufacturing in the Pakistan has become non-existent. Companies like Stylo and Metro, Borjan and number of companies that are
off shoring their products to cut cost and gain a larger profit. Our company eWalkis a shoe store that also providing a online facility & giving a ordering platform to generate sales on nationwide basis, That will serve a number of different mid and high end shoes to women’s that is its targeted market. The Company base on the partnership between
founders and take loan from financial institution. eWalk provides a sleek and sophisticated design or prepare according to our customer requirement. We follow the traditional business concept “customer is king” & give full power to customer .Our tag-line is “we knowyourcomfort”. We plan to market our product to women currently in the workforce
as well as the baby-boomers who are searching for products that provide them a comfort. Still we are a small company and provides customize women’s shoes. We have employees that follow the current fashion trends. Our employees are trained in the art of making shoes as well as helping customers create their shoes. We deal in women shoe and
our shoes range from casual, athletic, and formal. When our customers look for shoes they depend on, shoes that are “reliable and stylish”, we provide shoes that fit every customers need. How we deal! The customer sits in with a consultant and picks from a screen how their shoe will look, what colors it will be, as well as the style. If they contact us
online then we provide services by meeting them personally on their home. And after the customer has completed their look, the product is priced and the design is sent off to be made. During the initial shoe making process the customer can change things about the shoe. We send the customers pictures through cell phones and emails showing the
process throughout and allowing the customer to see the step by step development. In the initial makings of the shoe, the customer may choose to change the look of the shoe. 6. Page6 Productsand Services eWalk is a business that specializes specifically in the women’s shoes. Through online facility, the Company intends to sell a number of women’s
shoe lines, which will include mid and high- end shoe manufacturers. Through These additional sales will allow the business to reach profitability very quickly. Marketcharacteristics(geographic ortarget) eWalk average client will be a middle to upper middle class woman ,working or house wife. We also focus to facilitate growing old women’s or
disables. There is no geographic boundary when we have virtual store and we can facilitate easily within or outside the Pakistan. But still we are at initial stage and have also store in Allama Iqbal town and at this level we focus to expand our brand in Lahore and serve well. EntrepreneurialTeam The Company founded by group of friends each has
specialize in its field. Aqsa in Marketing ,Mehreen in IT ,Qamar in finance & Zunara in shoe designing and Iram in operation management. Through their expertise, they will be able to bring the operations of the business to profitability within its first year of operations. Financialsummary: At this time, the eWalk have one lac twenty five thousand
initial investme In this 25000 founders investment and remaning take loan from bank and others.Below is a breakdown of how these funds will be used; Projected startup cost Rs/- Initial rentpaymentanddeposit 10,000 Workingcapital 25,000 Domain purchase deposit 10,000 Leaseholdimprovement 10,000 Securitydeposit 5,000 Openingsupplies
15,000 Companyvehicle andlease deposit 20,000 Marketingbudget 10,000 Miscellaneousandunforcastingcost 20,000 Total start upcost 125,000 7. Page7 2- Business description Mission Statement eWalk mission is to become the recognized leader in women customize shoes and serve well as they want. And providing with quality and customized
assortments of shoes to accommodate all varying styles and shapes in regards to the customers liking. Company Goals eWalk is a partnership between Aqsa Nawab, Mehreen Fatima, Qamar-un-Nisa, Zunara Hayat and Iram Shezadi. As a company we make a promise to our customers that they will have the option to design and create a shoe
customized to their liking and to the extent that we can allow. eWalk key to success includes the highest amount of customer satisfaction and hope for the reputation of our company to grow into a popular trend maybe even creating more stores across Lahore. Company Objectives The objectives for the first three years of operation include: 1. To
create a product that is custom designed for each customer satisfying their personal needs. 2. To increase the client retention to 50% after the first year of being in business. 3. To develop a start-up business, surviving off of our own cash flow and profiting solely after the third year. RegisteredName and Corporate Structure eWalk The Company is
registered as a corporation . The eWalk shoe name website domain purchase and have open a outlet in Allama iqbal town at rent. Investor Equity Founders take loan from investors from a third party at this time. Entrepreneual Equity 8. Page8 Founders have 25% of their own equity. 3-Products and Services Below is a description of the shoe products
offered by the eWalk.We sell upscale women's shoes. The general categories of shoes that will be sold are: Sandals Stylish work shoes Loafers Dress shoes Stylish shoes jelly flip flop gum shoes Trainers Slippers Peep high Pump Bow sandles Clogs Chunky Desert boots Oxford Wedge Y-strip Thigh high heel knee boots Ankle boots Our
punch line is “we knowyourcomfort. In short, the Company will actively sell women’s mid and high end shoes to its customers. All of the Company’s sold shoes and related apparel will always be of the highest quality. Management anticipates that the Company will be able to mark-up our purchased inventory 65% of its actual cost. This is an unusually
high margin for a branded label merchandise business. The key to the success of the business will depend on Management’s ability to create a stable brand that attracts a wealthy middle to upper middle income earning group within the targeted region. 9. Page9 Service We also provided online buying facility so that customer who don’t want to visit
store or cannot be able to visit like disables we facilitates as much we can like Our employee visit customer house and take their size and know the basis requirement and design shoe in front of them if customer want any changes made on the spot. We also accommodate our customers e.g repair, delivery free and production time is at least 2 days. In
case of emergency we look in another option. 4- Strategic and Market Analysis Marketanalysis summary eWalkwill be targetingtwodistinctgroupsof fashion-conscious female shoppers--professional workers and housewives. While bothgroupsare interestedindressshoes,the professionalswillalsobe looking for fashionableshoestheyare able
towearwiththeir businessattire. The housewivesmightbe looking for fashionablebutmore casual shoes. Potential Customer Profile eWalk average client will be a middle to upper middle class woman living in the Company’s target market. Common traits among clients will include: • Annual household income exceeding 60,000 • Lives or works any
where through our site or store • Will spend Rs/-1000 to Rs/-2000 per visit to our store. Marketevaluation The direct retail sale of apparel (which includes shoes) to the end user is a Rs/-150 billion rupee a year industry in the Pakistan. Specially, the sale of shoes generates Rs/-25 billion rupee per year of revenues. This growth rate for this industry has
been tremendous over the last five years. Growth is expected to occur at a rate of 4% to 5% on an annual basis once the economy exits its current recession. Management is currently building a number of proprietary marketing and pricing models to help ensure the continued success of the Company. Because one of the most exciting areas of retail
trade is the ability we have a virtual store online. Management fully anticipates that retail operations commence, the Company will develop a streamlined method for our end user client. This will allow them to order, purchase, and make transportation arrangements without having to visit, that actually we want. Competitive Analysis Numbers of shoes
brands are in market & are our competitors but as compared to our competitors, we provide quick response service and give power to our customer provide them. 10. Page10 We provide order base product. And offer a good quality at a reasonable cost. Our competition includes surrounding shoe brands Stylo and Metro. Both are one of the largest
shoe manufactures at that time and has discount stores .What gives us the advantage is the customers get one on one attention from our staff as well they get to participate in every aspect of the shoe making process. Our shoes are for the young, middle aged and elder ladies. We accept them no matter what shoe size they are and we try to fit in the
customers need no matter what they may ask, there are never any judgments all shoes are our specialty. 5-Marketing Plan eWalk intends to maintain an extensive marketing campaign that will ensure the maximum visibility for the business in its targeted market. Below is an overview of the marketing strategies and objectives of the Company. With
our product one area we will target is those women over the age of twenty five but that don’t mean we don’t serve the below this age we just focus on them and will serve all those who contact with us. The reason for focusing over twenty five that as people grow older and more mature they tend to care more about the comfort ability of shoes instead
of style. While we will try to produce the most stylish shoe possible it has to compete with giants such as Stylo and Metro in the area of teens and young girls because they seem to care solely on style of shoe. Our shoes will be specialize in comfort and being able to wear either dress or casual shoes to any occasion and you won’t have to change shoes
just to walk home or go for walk. With people over the age of 25 this tends to be more of an issue; having shoes that you can wear wherever you need to go. Another target market we will have is that of the working class. Our shoes are not expensive or only for the rich, but they are also are not cheap. With targeting the working class we can make
sure that the targets are at least able to purchase our product. The last market we will target is that over the age of forty-five. The reason is that elderly women’s usually either have a medical issue with walking or their legs are just not strong enough to walk comfort. With our shoes we can offer back, arch, foot, and ankle support which makes the
senior women ‘s market a high target of ours. Trends The newest trends in shoes for women are loafers and oxfords, which are two traditional “comfy and casual” shoe styles. With our company we would definitely be offering multiple styles for women’s loafers. Our company will offer different type of these styles because we will try to make of those
people that work walk more comfortably. Also we want to be able to offer walking shoes such as hiking boots that women’s can rely on comfort while they walk. 11. Page11 MarketPenetration To penetrate the market we will try to take customers away from competitors but also try to get new women to wear our work or walking shoes. To add new
womens to the market for customize shoes we will try to show that you can wear nice, stylish shoes for any occasion that you want and are also comfortable and reliable. To take customers away from competitors we will show through price and non-price competition that our shoes are more comfortable, medically better for your body and at the same
time they do not compromise your style of shoe. Price We offer that price that easily affords a every class women. And estimate after the design of the shoes and design with the instruction of customer. Because we offer a customize shoes in which we use product base production method. The biggest market that we can see sales revenue coming from
is from women’s that work home or outside do job or run their business or anything in which they are walking more and constantly on their feet walking around and while fashion and style is important to everyone, we can provide comfort to them who need it for them and need comfort to be successful. Promotion Implement a local campaign with the
Company’s targeted market via the use of vouchers Use local newspaper advertisements, Use word of mouth advertising. Develop an online presence by developing a website and placing the Company’s name and contact information with online directories. Distribution channel We will open a catalog at Allama Iqbal town and also open a virtual
store and with the help of virtual store we can increase our market without open a catalogs and increase our market at intial level. Because we offer a customize product we can serve as manufacturer as well as distributor. Service or warranties We offer different services like Because online buying facility with the help of customer who don’t want to
visit store or cannot be able to visit like disables we facilitates as much we can like Our employee visit customer house and take their size and know the basis requirement and design shoe in front of them if customer want any changes made on the spot. We also accommodate our customers e.g repair, delivery free and production time is at least 2
days. In case of emergency we look in another option. We also give them opportunity to free repair if any defect comes in 3 months. 12. Page12 Marketing strategies We intends on using a number of marketing strategies that will allow the eWalk to easily target women within the target market. These strategies include traditional print advertisements
and ads placed on search engines on the Internet. We will also use an internet based strategy. This is very important as many people seeking local retailers, such as shoe stores, now the Internet to conduct their preliminary searches. We register the company with online portals so that potential customers can easily reach the business. 6.
Manufacturing or operational plan Production Our production is customizing shoes according to the customer wants and needs and we provide services. Our productsare solelyderived fromthe area,whichbenefitsthe time periodinwhichwe can produce a shoe anddeliverittothe customeras promptlyaspossible. As a shoe store we value our customer
service techniques of being able to fit shoes while having a vision of what the customer is thinking throughout the design process. Since we provide a company that allows the customers to design their own shoes, our staff are all trained in custom shoe-making while also having had design experience in all different fields, this allows us to be able to
pay healthy wages to our staff members equally. Our production development timeline ranges from the first meeting to the second meeting with a two week maximum time period in between. Facilities purchase or lease We purchase over stores and some store get lease and run over business / ewalk shoes business. Renovations Light in weight and

easy to wash. Especially designed and produced for patients suffering from Diabetics. Durable reliable and no fear of any cut or damages. Give according to the customer demand. Equipment and Technology We use batter equipment and technology to provide customized shoes. People can online order easily on our website. www.ewalkshoes.com. 13.
Page13 These are equipment that are used to production our product are as following: Over lock machine Stitching machine Iron regular Cutters Scissors Factory tables Scale Inch tape Tools Show case Parking and transport We use latest and fast moving transportation systems, and parking site. So we provide product and fulfill demand of our
customer without any delay. Because our basic purpose is to facilitate the customers.. Legal and zoning issues: We fulfill legal and zoning issues by fulfill the Government’s documents. Legal protection to avoid disasters. Protection through contractual arrangement for markets, supplies, product licensing, franchise rights. Inventory Opening
inventory We open business with the help of capital and take some business loan because we need to expand and introduce our business. Purchasing systems: Purchase raw material Adhesives and bonding Shoes leather of different colors Footwear additions Soling material Cork Leather board Screws, rivets and strems 14. Page14 Cords and
threads Finishing ink and waxes Management Management of ewalkCompany looks the overall process and tries to fulfill customer demand. Our aim to get profit and give more attention to use good quality material and control the inventory systems. Give employee benefits handsome salary package and forecasting the need of the shoes. Human
resources Operationalrational Number of personnel and types of skill person need these are: Job Positions Number of Employees Cutting master 2 Packing master 1 Fusion master 1 Skilled stitched 5 Partners 5 Sweepers 1 Total 15 (Capacity 500 pairs of shoes made in one month.) Skills requirements Skill person require and hire to produce better
design and low cost involves in production and research and development. Supervision Top manager involves in supervision activities he see design focus on quality and provide product according to the customer need and demand 15. Page15 Services and support ewalk company provides services and support if any problem in yours shoes and free
repaire facilities and you can change within 3 days. Operations Researchand development Research and development team use new technique to produce more better quality of goods with low cost. Manufacturing process Cutting sewing stock fitting Lasting heeling treeing After manufacturing process the shoes is then shipped by distributors
and trading. Quality control Department manager control the quality systems Safetyand maintence To provide better and safety environment to over employee or labor to work. 7. Entrepreneurial Team Aqsa Marketing Mehreen IT , Qamar Finance Zunara Shoe designing Iram Operation management. Through their expertise, they will be able to
bring the operations of the business to profitability within its first year of operations. 16. Page16 Our working teams include six shoe makers that work in team of three, three members in two shifts. Two people for delivery’s. These people play a key role in our venture. A manager will manage them and look after each and every aspect of the business.
At reception one employee can receive calls made by the people and note their addresses and also pass on information to service provider the convenience of customers and also get feedback from them. Our idea works best as our aim is to serve women as our goal is to employ well- trained individuals who are responsive to the needs of our
customers. 8. Financial documentation Underlying Assumptions eWalk will have an annual revenue growth rate of 8% per year. The founders take Rs/-100,000 of debt funds to develop the business. The loan will have a 10 year term with a 9% interest rate. Sensitivity Analysis In the event of an economic downturn, the business may have a decline in
its revenues. However, the high gross margins generated by the business will ensure that the business will maintain profitability despite deleterious economic conditions. Source of fund Finance Rs/- Equity contribution Management investment 25000 Total equity finance 25,000 Bank and other loan Bank and lenders 100,000 17. Page17 General
Assumptions Profit and loss statement Total debt finance 100,000 Total financing 125,000 Rs/- Generalassumptions years 1 2 3 Short term interest rate 9.5 % 9.5 % 9.5 % Long term interest rate 10.0 % 10.0 % 10.0 % Federal tax rate 3.3% 3.3% 3.3% State tax rate 5.0% 5.0% 5.0% Personnel taxes 15.0% 15.0% 15.0% Performa of profit and loss
statement Rs/- Rs/- Rs/- 18. Page18 Bal an ce she et years 1 2 3 sales 666,290 714,266 778,550 Cost of goods sold 65,529 71,427 77,855 Gross margin 90.00% 90.00% 90.00% Operating income 589,761 642,839 700,695 Expenses payroll 243,000 250,290 273,712 General and adminstrative 14,400 14,976 15,575 Marketing expense 13,761 15,000
16,350 Professional fee 25,000 25,750 25,523 Insurance cost 7,500 7,875 8,269 Travelling and vehical cost 15,000 16,500 18,150 Rent and utilities 17,500 18,375 19,294 Miscellaneous cost 4,915 5,357 5,839 Payroll taxes 35,450 37,544 41,057 Totaloperating cost 377,526 391,666 424,768 EBITDA 212,235 251,173 275,927 Federal income tax 70,038
78,862 87,359 State income tax 10,612 11,949 13,236 Interest expense 13,107 12,197 11,202 Depreciation expense 5,893 5,893 5,893 Net profit 112,586 148,165 164,129 Profit margin 17.18% 20.74% 21.08% Performa balance sheet Rs/- Rs/- Rs/- years 1 2 3 Assets cash 88,093 104,078 123,149 Expansion cost 52,500 58,055 65,287 Inventory 35,000
62,777 98,935 FF&E 25000 47,222 76,148 Accumulated Depreciation (8,036) (16,071) (24,107) TotalAssets 192,558 256,061 339,411 Liabilities & Equity Account payable 13,005 26,716 40,990 Long term liabilities 116,921 108,084 99,247 Other liabilities 0 0 0 Total liabilities 129,926 134,800 140,236 Net worth 62,632 121,261 199,175 19. Page19
Cashflow statement Total liabilities & Equity 192,558 256,061 339,411 Cashflow statement Rs/- Rs/- Rs/- years 1 2 3 Cash from operation 152,225 222,217 289,262 Cash from receivables 0 0 0 Operating cashinflow 152,225 222,217 289,262 Other cashinflows Equity investment 25000 0 0 20. Page20 Increased borrowing 125000 0 0 Sales of business
assets 0 0 0 A/P increases 37902 43587 50125 Total other cash flows 187902 43587 50125 Total cash inflow 340,127 265,804 339,388 Cashoutflows Repayment of principal 8,079 8,837 9,666 A/P decreases 24,897 29,876 35,852 A/R decrease 0 0 0 Assets purchase 112,500 55,554 72,312 Dividend 106,558 155,552 202,484 Total cash outflow 252,034
249,820 320,317 Net cash flow 88,093 15,985 19,071 Cash balance 88,093 104,078 123,149 21. Page21 22. Page22
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